Demo Program &
Purchasing
Moss Rock Endurance has a limited demo line of several of the saddles. Because it does take some time to
get a new saddle manufactured and shipped from
England, the demo saddles are for sale since most are
brand new.

I NTRODUCES

If a saddle is ordered, we require 50% deposit at that
time, 50% upon the saddle shipping from England. If
the saddle is returned (within two weeks of receipt
from Moss Rock), your money is refunded less a 5%
restocking fee. (Refunds do not apply to special orders, e.g., extra wide trees.)
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For demo, a 50% deposit plus $35 for shipping is required. The customer has 2 weeks to try the saddle
and either decide to purchase, order another, or return. If the saddle is returned without purchase, the
initial 50% deposit is refunded, a $40 restocking fee
charged, and any fees for damage.
If you are within reasonable driving distance (two
hours) of Colorado Springs CO, I can do private fittings for $50. These customers also have the option of
hand delivery and fitting instead of shipping when
your saddle arrives.
MRE can take payment in Visa, MasterCard, PayPal,
check or Money Order.
www.mossrockendurance.com
lisa@mossrockendurance.com
(719) 439-2472

10675 Elizabeth Way
Colorado Springs, CO 80908

NOTE: Prices are subject to change due to US/UK
exchange rates. Please check the website for the most
up to date pricing.

Tel: (719) 439-2472 8-5(MST) M-F
Fax: (309) 403-1491
E-mail: lisa@mossrockendurance.com
www.mossrockendurance.com

Thank you for your interest in Free’n’Easy
Saddles!
Why buy a Free’n’Easy saddle?
For the Horse!

⇒ Large panels distribute riders weight over a greater
area.

⇒ Adjustable and flexible panels distribute rider’s
weight evenly, even as the horse moves.

⇒ Allows the horse’s shoulder to move freely,

improving stride length and lateral movement.
⇒ Enables the saddle to fit through a young horse’s
development and through stages of fitness
throughout the year.

For the Rider!

⇒ A naturally balanced seat—the rider sits without

effort in the deepest part of the seat.
⇒ Less fatigue, even over the longest rides—no knee
strain from badly placed stirrups.
⇒ Greater freedom to develop your riding
technique—the correct shoulder-hip-heel
alignment can be maintained with ease!
It is quite common for a horse ridden with a Free’n’Easy
saddle to greatly improve muscle development behind
the withers. The shoulders move freely and the horse is
much more likely to carry himself properly, using the
back muscles and reducing the likelihood of a sore
back—after even the longest endurance rides.
The rider may have a similar breakthrough. Being
properly balanced has a great impact on
confidence. Not having to fight for stirrup position makes posting much easier.
Starting balanced gives you a better
chance of staying balanced through varying terrain and horse antics.

Free’n’Easy Saddle Materials
⇒ Top quality dyed-through leather is always used.
⇒ D-rings are solid brass, fixing screws are High Ten-

sile Steel and the stirrup bars and all other fixings
are in Stainless Steel.
⇒ For superior shock absorption, there are 3 layers of
an open cell, engineered foam called PORON ®
Performance Urethane within the panel system.
⇒ Polyurethane is an ideal material from which to
make a tree since it has high durability and will not
break or twist—guaranteed!
⇒ The billets are made with layers of leather over
synthetic to ensure that the holes will not stretch.
PORON ® is a licensed trademark of Rogers Corporation.

Free’n’Easy Saddles
The Free’n’Easy saddle is suitable for all equestrian sports where
freedom, comfort and balance are essential for a happy partnership between horse and rider. The basic characteristics of the
panels, which contact the horse’s back, and the ability to optimize rider balance in the seat, remain the same in all Free’n’Easy
saddles. However, the seat and flap shape (dressage, jumping,
general purpose etc.) can be made to suit the requirements of the
particular sport and the preferences of the rider.

Endurance Special
Endurance riding requires conservation of
energy on the part of both horse and rider.
The horse must able to travel at the desired
speed with no energy being lost in discomfort. A rider placed in the shoulder-hip-heel
position will have a better chance of being in
balance at all times. Sure footedness over
rough ground is of vital importance—horses compensating for
or constrained by the saddle will be less able to pick and choose
their going, especially at speed. The Endurance Special provides
a comfortable ride for horse and rider. The Special comes with
substantial knee rolls that provide security for all riders — Even
western riders are surprised how confident they feel!
The Endurance Special starts at $2,430, which includes a 100%
English wool saddle pad/numnah and Tool & Care Kit. Shown
on the cover with the Classic seat style, here with the new Ultimate Comfort seat.

All Purpose
For riders of a bigger build or longer leg, the AP can be a good
choice for endurance riding (along with flat
work and small jumps!) as it is not always
possible to ride with a straight leg. The forward cut flap allows for a bent leg and room
for the knee, while also maintaining balance.
Adjustable/removable knee supports. The
GP starts at $2525, which includes a 100%
English wool saddle pad/numnah and Tool
& Care Kit..

Dressage Special, Standard and Close Contact
Balance and poise is so important to
Classical Riding. One of the many new
concepts behind Free’n’Easy saddles is
the optimization of the rider position.
The stirrup position is adjusted to place
the rider in the S-H-H position, over the
horse’s point of balance, without the
Special
need to strain for it. For the horse, the
shoulder and back muscles are released
and the pace will become more elevated and lateral work
more confident. Pricing begins at $2,525 (CC Dressage)
and $2,699 (Special and Standard), which includes a white
dressage square and Tool & Care Kit.

Endurance Standard
The Standard is similar to the Special, but has the appearance of a conventional working
hunter saddle, the knee roll being
on the sweat flap rather than the
leg flap. The knee roll is adjustable
and can be moved or removed.
This saddle may be more comfortable for those with a longer leg to
ensure the knee roll does not interfere. Pricing begins at
$2,300, which includes a 100% English wool saddle
pad/numnah and Tool & Care Kit.
LOWER PRICED (and less weight) OPTIONS!

Trekker I
Although this saddle represents a
lower priced option, it is used by
many riders competing at higher
mileages. The Trekker I has no sweat
flap and an external knee roll. Pricing
begins at $1575, which includes a
100% English wool saddle
pad/numnah and Tool & Care Kit.

Endurance Lite (E-Lite)
SAVE $$!
SAVE $$!
PLEASE ASK ABOUT OUR PACKAGES! (For example, the
Basic Accessory Package for all saddle models includes: 100%
Mohair girth, leather webbers, EZ Ride stirrups, EquiMeasure
fitting kit and Tool & Care Kit. )

Please visit www.mossrockendurance.com for more detailed
information!

Free 'n' Easy's new Ultimate Comfort seat -- with FENDERS! Integral,
buckle-free stirrup leathers with
fenders for close contact and blissful
comfort! 11 pounds. Pricing begins
at $1599, which includes a 100%
English wool saddle pad/numnah
(shown here in Blue/Natural) and
Tool & Care Kit.

